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Fading-memory Feedback Systems and Robust 
Stability* t 
JEFF  S.  SHAMMA,§  and  RONGZE  ZHAOII 
A  small-gain  condition  is necessary for robust stability  of fading-memory 
closed-loop  feedback systems with unstructured  model uncertainty.  Linear 
plants stabilized  by fading-memory nonlinear  compensators  lead to closed- 
loop fading-memory systems. 
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AImtmet--This paper considers fading memory for nonlinear 
time-varying  systems  and  associated  problems  of  robust 
stability. 
We  define  two  notions  of  fading  memory  for  stable 
dynamical systems: uniform and pointwise. We then provide 
conditions  under  which  stable  finear  or  nonlinear  systems 
exhibit uniform or pointwise  fading memory.  In particular, 
we show that (1)  all stable diserete-time linear time-varying 
(LTV)  systems  have uniform fading-memory,  (2)  all stable 
continuous-time  LTV  systems  have  pointwise  fading- 
memory,  and  (3)  stable  finite-dimensional continuous-time 
LTV systems have uniform fading-memory. 
We  then  show that  a  version of the  small gain  theorem 
which  employs  the  asymptotic  gain  of  a  fading-memory 
system  is  necessary  for  the  stable  invertibility  of  certain 
feedback  operators.  These  results  are  presented  for  both 
continuous-time and  diserete-time systems using general 
or  .Lm  notions  of  input/output  stability  and  generalize 
existing results for 1,2 stability. We further investigate fading 
memory  in  a  closed-loop  context.  For  linear  plants,  we 
parametrize  all  nonlinear  controllers  which  lead  to 
closed-loop pointwise fading memory. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
THE  PROBLEM OF  robust  stability  analysis  (cf. 
Dorato  (1987)  and  references  therein)  is  to 
determine  under  what  conditions  a  given 
controller  stabilizes  a  prescribed  family  of 
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possible plants. Typically, this plant family arises 
from  various  approximations,  simplifications, 
and  limitations  in  the  plant  modeling process. 
One framework for plant family representations 
is  that  of  unstructured  uncertainty.  More 
precisely,  the  plant  family  is  represented  as  a 
nominal plant  combined with  a  norm-bounded 
perturbation.  The  theory  for  robust  stability 
analysis for linear time-invariant systems subject 
to  unstructured  uncertainty  is  well  developed 
(e.g. Chen and Desoer (1982); Dahleh and Ohta 
(1988);  Doyle  (1982);  Doyle  and  Stein  (1981); 
Doyle et al.  (1982); Georgiou and Smith (1990); 
Khammash and Pearson (1991)). 
Linear systems typically arise as linearizations 
of  nonlinear  systems.  Furthermore,  adaptive 
control  laws  for  linear  systems  are  typically 
nonlinear.  Thus,  robust  stability  analysis  tools 
for  nonlinear  systems  are  desirable.  For 
nonlinear  systems,  a  standard  tool  for  stability 
analysis is the small gain theorem (Desoer  and 
Vidyasagar  (1975);  Sandberg  (1965);  Zames 
(1966)). A  limitation of the small gain theorem is 
that  it  can  often  be  a  conservative  sufficient 
condition  for  stability.  Recent  work  by  the 
author  (Shamma  (1991))  has  shown  that  the 
small  gain  theorem  is  in  fact  necessary  when 
considering  nonlinear  plant  families  charac- 
terized  by  a  norm-bounded  perturbation.  This 
work  was  developed  for  ¢~2  (i.e.  finite-energy) 
stability of discrete-time systems. The nonlinear 
systems considered in Shamma (1991)  are those 
with  fading memory (e.g.  Boyd  and  Chua 
(1985)).  Intuitively,  a  fading  memory property 
means  that  the  current  output depends on  the 
recent  inputs  and  not  the  remote  past.  Thus, 
fading-memory is  a  reasonable  assumption  for 
many physical systems. 
The  objective  of  this  paper  is  to  further 
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in  the  context  of  robust  stability.  The  results 
here  are  presented  in  an  essentially  norm- 
invariant  manner.  We  consider  stability  over 
arbitrary ~p or ~¢p spaces with p  •  [1, ~).  We also 
consider  a  form  of  bounded-input/bounded- 
output ~'~ or (~ stability with asymptotic decay. 
Given  the  norm-invariant nature  of the  presen- 
tation, it is the fading memory property which is 
isolated  and  exploited  to  lead  to  the  desired 
results. 
In this paper, we define two notions of fading 
memory  for  stable  dynamical  systems:  uniform 
and  pointwise.  In  uniform  fading memory,  the 
effects  of  a  finite-duration  of  input  eventually 
vanish depending on  the  length of the  duration 
only. In pointwise fading memory, the effects of 
a  finite duration of input also  eventually vanish 
but now depending on the length of the duration 
and the input itself. 
The  distinction  between  uniform  and  po- 
intwise  fading  memory  turns  out  to  be 
important.  In  particular,  we  will  see  that  all 
stable  discrete-time  linear  systems  exhibit  uni- 
form fading memory, all stable  continuous-time 
linear systems exhibit pointwise fading memory, 
and  stable  finite-dimensional  continuous-time 
linear  systems  exhibit  uniform  fading memory. 
The  pointwise  fading  memory  property  also 
allows us to weaken the conditions under which 
the  small gain  theorem  is  necessary.  This  leads 
to a  larger class of nonlinear systems for which 
these results are applicable. 
The  fading  memory  property  is  also  con- 
sidered in a closed-loop context. More precisely, 
we  consider  under what conditions a  stabilizing 
compensator leads to  a  closed-loop system with 
pointwise  fading  memory.  A  key  tool  in  this 
analysis  is  the  factorization  representation  for 
nonlinear  operators  (cf.  Verma  (1988)  and 
references  therein).  This  allows  us  to  para- 
metrize  all  nonlinear  compensators  for  linear 
plants  which  lead  to  closed-loop  stability  with 
pointwise  fading memory.  This  parametrization 
takes  the  form  of the  familiar linear  fractional 
parametrization (e.g. Francis (1987), Youla et al. 
(1976))  with  the  free  parameter  having  fading 
memory. 
The  remainder  of this  paper  is  organized  as 
follows. In Section 2,  we establish notation and 
state some preliminary results.  In Section 3,  we 
consider the fading memory property. In Section 
3.1,  we  define  uniform  and  pointwise  fading 
memory.  In Section 3.2,  we concentrate on the 
differences  between  pointwise  and  uniform 
fading  memory  and  provide  conditions  for  an 
operator  to  have  pointwise  fading memory.  In 
Section  4,  we  generalize  previous  results 
(Shamma (1991)) which show that the small gain 
theorem  is  necessary  for  robust  stability  of 
fading memory nonlinear systems. These  results 
are  applied to  a  robust stabilization problem  in 
Section  5.  Section  5  also  presents  conditions 
under which a closed-loop system exhibits fading 
memory.  Finally,  Section  6  contains  some 
concluding remarks. 
2.  MATHEMATICAL  PRELIMINARIES 
In  this paper,  we  will consider both  discrete- 
time  and  continuous-time  systems  with  several 
notions  of  finite-gain  stability  (cf.  Desoer  and 
Vidyasagar  (1975);  Willems  (1971)).  Towards 
this end, the symbol OF is used to denote any one 
of the following normed signal spaces:  (P or ~P 
with p  •  [1, oo), ~,  and Co, where 
c°~f{f • ~: lim lf(n)l =O} 
The  spaces  ~P  and  ~¢P  are  equipped  with  the 
usual  norms,  all  denoted  I1" II.  The  spaces  ~0 
and Co are equipped with the usual "supremum" 
norms, also denoted II" II.  The symbol ff is used 
to denote either ~+  or ~'+.  Occasionally, it will 
be necessary to specify or restrict the particular 
definition of OF and J-. 
Let f  : J----~ ~n.  The  support  of f  is  denoted 
supp (f).  The  restriction  of  f  to  the  interval 
[a, b]  is  denoted f  t[a.b]" For  T •  if,  ST denotes 
the T-shift (time-delay) operator: 
Srf(t) ~f {~ i  t< T; 
t-T),  t>--T, 
and Pr denotes the truncation operator: 
pr_..deeff(t),  t<- T; 
l(t) = ~0,  t > T. 
The extended space,  OF~, is defined as 
~e ~f {f : 9----~ ~" : PTf •  OF, VT •  ~-}. 
The  set  of all f  •  ~  with f  ~ OF is  denoted  by 
~\OF. 
Let H: OF~ ~  OF~. Then H  is called causal if 
PrHf = PrHPrf,  VT •  9-, 
time-invariant if 
HST = SrH,  VT •  ~, 
stable  if f  •  OF implies Hf •  °F with 
defsu  IIHfll  < 
Ilnll  -- IE~  Ilfll  ' 
f~0 Fading-memory and 
and incrementally stable if it is stable with 
IIHI[~ ded sup  IIHf~  -  Hf21[ < oo. 
z.:~,~  IIf~ -f~ll 
The  definitions of stability over  &~o  and  Co  are 
somewhat  non-standard.  For  causal  operators, 
stability over  &~o implies stability over  ~  with 
the same induced norm.  The  main difference is 
that  stability  over  &~o  implies  a  notion  of 
asymptotic  stability  in  a  bounded- 
input/bounded-output setting. Similar arguments 
hold for stability over Co. 
Henceforth,  all  operators  are  assumed  to  be 
causal.  The  set  of  all  stable  NLTV  operators 
H:~--~  is  denoted  5e~L.  The  subset  of 
operators in  6eNL which are  linear (and possibly 
time varying) is denoted Set.. 
The  following  definition  is  adapted  from 
Willems (1971). 
Definition  2.1.  The  operator  I-  G : We---> ~e  is 
said to be causally invertible if 
(1)  I -  G  is one-to-one and onto. 
(2)  (I-  G) -1 is causal. 
A  sufficient condition for causal invertibility of 
I-G  (cf.  Willems  (1971))  is  that  G  can  be 
factored as G = S~t~ or G =  (~S~, where e >  0. 
Finally, a preliminary lemma is presented. 
Lemma  2.1.  Let  v,w•~  with  supp(v)= 
[T~, T2]  and  supp (w) =  [T3, T4]  with  T3 >  T2. 
There exists a  G  •  5¢L such that: 
(1)  w = Go. 
(2)  supp (Gf) ~  [T3, T41, Vf •  ~'. 
(3)  supp (f) ¢  ~  -  [T~, T2] ~  Gf = O. 
(4)  Ilall  =  Ilwll/llvl[. 
Proof.  For simplicity, the proof is given for the 
single-input/single-output case only. 
It will be necessary to distinguish between the 
various  definitions  of  ~  and  ~r.  First,  let  ~F 
denote &eP for some p  •  [1, ~),  and let 3" denote 
9~ +. Define g(.,  • ) : ~  x  ~---> ~  by 
g(t, r)~fll~llp w(t) Iv(r)l p-1 sign (v(r)). 
Now define G •  5¢t. by 
(Gf)(t)~ ~  g(t, Of(O dr. 
Condition  1  follows  immediately  from  this 
definition.  Using  that g(t, r)= 0  for  r ~ [T1, T2] 
or t ~ [T3, T4] leads to Conditions 2-3.  Condition 
4  follows from  a  straightforward  application  of 
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the  H61der  inequality  (e.g.  Desoer  and  Vid- 
yasagar (1975)). 
Now  let  ~  denote  *~o-  Since  supp(v)= 
[T1, T2],  we  can  consider  v  as  an  element  of 
~L~[T~, T2].  From  the  Hahn-Banach  theorem 
(Rudin  (1987))  there  exists  a  z •  (&~[T1,  T2])* 
such that Ilzll =  1 and z(v) =  Ilvll. Then define G 
by 
1 
(af)(t) = ~  w(t)z(f [lr~.r21). 
Note that since w(t) = 0 for t <  T3,  this operator 
is  causal.  Conditions  1-4  follow  immediately 
from this definition. In fact, the construction in 
case  ~  denotes ~P  follows these  lines  with the 
dual element z stated explicitly. 
The construction for discrete-time (°V denotes 
~ee or Co, and gr denotes z +) follows from similar 
arguments. 
3.  FADING-MEMORY 
3.1.  Definitions and conditions for fading 
memory 
A  notion of fading-memory is the central focus 
of this paper.  Intuitively, fading-memory implies 
that  the  effects  of  a  finite-duration  of  input 
eventually  vanish.  A  definition  of  fading- 
memory tailored to stable time-invariant systems 
over  t  ~  or  .~  signals  was  given  in  Boyd  and 
Chua  (1985).  An  alternate  definition for  stable 
time-varying  systems  over  e 2  was  given  in 
Shamma  (1991).  The  following  definitions 
generalize  those  in  Shamma  (1991)  to  stable 
time-varying systems over W. 
Definition  3.1.  An  operator  H  •  5eNL is  said  to 
have  pointwise finite-memory  if  there  exists  a 
function FM(.,  • ; H) : W x  ~--~ 3- such  that for 
all f  •  °V and t • 
(1)  FM(f, t; H) >- t, 
(2)  Fm(f, t; H) = Fm(Ptf, t; H), 
(3)  (I- PpM(r.t;n))nf = (I- PFM(/,t;n))H(I- Pt)f. 
Note  that FM(f, t; H)  is causally dependent on 
f. 
This  definition of  pointwise  finite-memory is 
somewhat weaker than that  in  Shamma  (1991). 
The  definition in  Shamma  (1991)  requires  that 
inputs over a  given finite-duration are  forgotten 
uniformly as follows. 
Definition  3.2.  An  operator  H  •  6eNL is  said  to 
have  uniform  finite-memory  if  there  exists  a 
function  FM(. ; H) : ~---} ~  such  that  for  all 
f  •  Wand t• gr 
(1)  FM(t; H) >- t, 
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The notation FM(. ) is used both for uniform 
fading-memory  and  pointwise  fading-memory. 
From  the  different  number  of  arguments,  this 
relaxed  notation  should  not  lead  to  any 
confusion. 
Fading-memory operators  are  now defined as 
follows. 
Definition  3.3.  An  operator  H e  ~fNL  is  said  to 
have uniform (resp. pointwise) fading-memory if 
it  can  be  approximated  arbitrarily  closely  in 
norm  by  uniform  (resp.  pointwise)  finite- 
memory operators, 
Some useful consequences of these definitions 
are  now  presented.  The  proofs  are  slight 
modifications of similar propositions in Shamma 
(1991) and are omitted. 
The following proposition states that pointwise 
finite-memory  nonlinear  operators  are  right- 
distributive  over  signals  with  sufficient  time- 
separation. 
Proposition  3.1.  Let  H  have  pointwise  finite- 
memory.  Let fl e ~  have supp (fl) c  [0, T1]. Let 
T2 = FM(fl, T1; H).  Then  for  all  f2 •  ~  with 
supp (A) c  (T2, ~), 
H(f, + h) = Hf, + H  A. 
The  following theorem  characterizes  how the 
effects of a finite-duration input eventually decay 
in uniform fading-memory operators. 
Theorem  3.1.  For  H E ~NL,  the  following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a)  The operator H  has uniform fading-memory. 
(b)  Given  any  e >0,  there  exists  a  function 
FM,(. ; H): 3---* 3  with  FM~(t; H) >- t  such 
that 
II (I -- PFMAt;H))Hf 
-- (I -  PFM,(,;H))H(I -  P,)f II -< e Ilfll, 
for all f  ~ ~  and t ~ 3-. 
The following theorem states that all discrete- 
time  linear  operators  have  uniform  fading- 
memory. 
Theorem 3.2.  Let °F denote ~ep with p  e [1, ~) or 
Co.  Then  every  H eSL  has  uniform  fading- 
memory. 
Some examples illustrating fading-memory are 
the following. 
See  Boyd  and  Chua  (1985)  for  examples  of 
linear  time-invariant  operators  on  t  ~  and  .L~ 
which do not exhibit fading-memory. 
Example 3.2.  A  nonlinear  time-invariant  opera- 
tor without pointwise fading memory. 
Define H: ~2_._} ~e2 as 
(Hf)(n) = sat (lle~fll)f(n), 
where  sat(.)  denotes  the  standard  unity- 
saturation function. 
3.2.  Pointwise fading-memory 
In this section, we will highlight the difference 
between pointwise and uniform fading memory. 
Example  3.3.  A  pointwise  but  non-uniform 
fading-memory operator. 
Let ~  denote the set of f  e ~2[0, 1) such that 
t~->f(~-~)E~2[1,  w).  Define  H:.~2-"~.~  2  by 
'0,  O~t<l; 
O,  t -> 1, flt0,x) ¢ gO; 
(nf)(t)=  f(t-  1~, 
•  \--~--/  t -> 1, fit0,1)  ~  ~- 
In  words,  the  operator  H  takes the  input  over 
the time-interval  [0, 1) and  stretches it over the 
time-interval [1, ~). 
From Theorem 3.1, it is clear that H  does not 
have uniform fading-memory.  However, H  does 
have pointwise fading-memory.  To  see this,  we 
will  construct  a  pointwise  finite-memory  ap- 
proximant, H, of H  as follows. Given any e > 0, 
define H  by 
(lTtf)(t) = 
"0,  0-t<  1; 
0,  t -  1, fll0.1) ~ J~; 
f(~J-),  t-1,fll0,o~J~, 
IIe~,-~)/,fll <-(1 -  e)Ilflto,~)ll; 
O,  IIe<,-,/,fll > (1 -  e) Ilflto.~)ll • 
;rom  this  definition,  it  is  easy  to  see  that 
liB-/311-< e.  The  main  idea  is  that  for  any 
signal f,  H  truncates  the portion in the  interval 
[0, 1) which will be stretched to [1, oo). However, 
the  portion  of  [0,1)  to  be  truncated  is 
signal-dependent,  hence  the  restriction  to  po- 
intwise fading-memory only. 
Example 3.1.  A  linear operator over ~  e~ without 
pointwise fading-memory. 
Define H: ~---~ t  ~  as (Hf)(n)=f(0). 
The  above  construction  of  a  pointwise 
fading-memory  approximant  provides  the  main 
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Theorem  3.3.  For  H  •  5eNL,  the  following 
statements  are equivalent. 
(a)  The  operator  H  has  pointwise  fading- 
memory. 
(b)  Given  any  e>0  the  following  condition 
holds.  There  exists  a  function 
FM~(.,  • ; H) : T" x  3.--* 3-  such  that  for  all 
f  •  T'and  t•  3. 
(1)  FM~(f, t; H) >- t, 
(2)  FM~(f, t; H) = FM~(Ptf, t; H), 
(3)  lift -  PFM~(I.t;H))Hf  -- (I -  PeM,(r.,;n)) 
H(I  -  P,)fll -< e  Ilfll. 
Proof.  (a => b) Given any e >  0, choose B  •  5eNL 
with  pointwise  finite-memory  such  that  IIH-/~ 
II -< e/2.  Then  set  the  desired  FM,(.,  .; H) = 
FM(.,.;H).  To  see  this,  for  any  f  •  ~  and 
T•3-, 
(I -  PFMe(f,  r;m)Hf 
-  (I -  PFMAf, r;n))H(I -- Pr)f 
= (I-  PFM(LT;fl))ICIf 
-  (I -  PFMCr.r;~))I2I(I -- Pr)f 
+ (I -  PFM,(f.r;H))(H -- I71)f 
-  (I-  PFM,(;. r;H))(H- H)(I-  Pr)f. 
However, 
(I  -  PVM(r, r;~))/-)f 
-  (I -  PFM(f.r;~))ISI(I -  Pr)f = O. 
Standard  norm  bounding  leads  to  the  desired 
result. 
(b==>a)  Given  e>O,  we  will  explicitly 
construct  a  pointwise  finite-memory  ap- 
proximant,  /-/,  to  H.  Let  a¢~ =  e(½) ~+1,  and  let 
FM~,,(.,  .; H)  be  functions  as  in  condition  (b). 
For any f  •  ~,  define the sequence  {ti} ~  3- as 
to=0 
tl = FM~o(f, to; H) +  1 
t2 = FM~,(f, h; H) + 1 
Note  that  for  a  given  e,  this  sequence  is 
dependent  on  the  particular  input,  f,  but  in  a 
causal manner.  Then  set 
f  (Hf)(t),  to <_t <tl; 
(H(1 -  Pro)f  )(t),  tl -< t <  t2; 
(/-)f)().__..t. =  /  (H(I -  Ptl)f)(t),  t2 ----- t <  t3; 
/ 
I. etc. 
It  follows  that  H  •  5eNL  has  pointwise  finite- 
memory.  Furthermore, 
IIHf -  Hfll -< ~  II(Hf -  Irtf)[[,,.,,+,)ll 
j=0 
-< ~  ~j Ilfll-  e  Ilfll •  • 
j=0 
Theorem  3.3  leads  to  the  following  corollary 
that  all  continuous-time  linear  systems  exhibit 
pointwise fading-memory. 
Corollary  3.1.  Let  ~  denote  ~P  with p  •  [1, ~) 
or  Z~o.  Then  every  H•SL  has  pointwise 
fading-memory. 
Finite-dimensional  linear  systems,  however, 
always exhibit uniform fading-memory. 
Theorem  3.4.  The  input-to-state  mapping  of  a 
continuous-time  linear  system  has  uniform 
fading-memory. 
Proof.  Let H  denote the  input-to-state  mapping 
of  a  continuous-time  finite-dimensional  linear 
system stable over ~, 
~,(t) = A(t)g(t) +f(t). 
Let ~(t,  r) denote the associated state-transition 
matrix.  Since  H  is  finite-dimensional,  ~  admits 
the  decomposition  ~(t,  r)=  M(t)M-l(r)  for  an 
appropriate  M. 
It suffices to construct a function FM,(. ; H) as 
in  Theorem  3.1.  Since  H  is  linear,  the  desired 
condition from Theorem  3.1 becomes 
I1(I -  PPM,(r;H))HPrll <-- e. 
Towards  this  end,  let f  •  ~  have  supp (f) c 
[0, T  d,  and let g = Hr.  Then for t >  T~, 
g(t) = M(t)  M-l(rg(r)  dr. 
Thus 
where 
-1  Ig(t)l-IM(t)l  IIM  ho,~,]ll~ Ilfll~, 
1  1 
--t--=  1, 
P  q 
in  case  T" denotes  ~P,  q =  1  in  case  °F denotes 
.L~o, IM(t)l  denotes the pertinent  induced  matrix 
norm,  and 
loT1  ~ 1/q  IIM-al[0.r, dl.~--  IM-l(r)l qdr}  . 
The above relationship  can be used to define the 
desired function  FM~; namely set FM~(T~; H)  to 
be the smallest time  T2 -> T~ such that 
IIMltr~,~)llv IIM-1lt0,~,jll.~-<  e.  • 
4.  CONDITIONS  FOR  ROBUST  INVERTIBILITY 
The  main  results of Shamma  (1991)  deal with 
uniform  fading-memory  systems over  e 2.  In this 
section,  these results are extended to encompass 
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pointwise  fading-memory  continuous-time  and 
discrete-time systems over any signal-space in ~V. 
The main results are the following. 
Theorem 4.1.  Let ~" denote any one of the ~p or 
tap spaces with p  •  [1, ~).  For H  •  SOL, let Q •  SOL 
be called "admissible" if the operator I  -  QH is 
causally  invertible  and  I[Q[I<I.  Then  the 
operator  I-  QH  has  a  stable  inverse  for  all 
admissible Q •  SO/_ if and only if 
inf IIHS, II--< 1. 
Definition  4.1.  Let H  •  SONL satisfy 
inf IIHS, II =  ~'. 
t~,~- 
Then  H  is  said  to  have  the  uniformity  in 
norm-excitation  (UINE)  property  if the  follow- 
ing condition holds.  Given  any  e •  (0, y),  there 
exists a sequence {fk} ~  ~  such that 
(1)  IlnSkfkll >- (Y -  e) IIf, ll, Vk •  ~+. 
(2)  sup  Ilfkll <o0. 
k 
(3)  inf IIf, II >  0. 
k 
The  UINE  property  states  that  approaching 
the  operator  gain,  IIH&II,  does  not  require 
injecting signals that become arbitrarily large or 
small  as  k---* ~.  Note  that  by  the  homogeneity 
property  of linear  systems,  any H  •  SOL has  the 
UINE  property.  Furthermore,  any  nonlinear 
H=  SONL which  is  time-invariant  also  has  the 
UINE property. 
Theorem 4.2.  Let °V denote any one of the 37p or 
ep  spaces  with  p  •  [1, o%  Let  H  •  SONL have 
pointwise  fading-memory  and  the  UINE  pro- 
perty. Let Q •  SOre. be called "admissible" if the 
operator  (I-  QH)  is  causally invertible,  Q  has 
pointwise  fading-memory,  and  IlOll<l.  Then 
the operator I-  QH has a  stable  inverse for all 
admissible Q •  SEN/- and 
sup  II(l-an)-~ll<~, 
Q admissible 
only if 
inf IIHStll <  1. 
t~,~- 
A  key  difference  between  Theorem  4.1  and 
Theorem  4.2  is  that  Theorem  4.2  provides 
necessary  conditions  for  uniform  robust  inver- 
tibility. The  reason  for this is that in  case H  is 
nonlinear (as in Theorem 4.2)  a  destabilizing  Q 
is constructed for H  with finite memory but not 
fading  memory.  Rather,  when  H  has  fading 
memory, it is the uniformity in stability which is 
violated. 
It  is  important  to  note  that  the  asymptotic 
small  gain  condition  of  Theorem  4.2,  while 
sufficient for robust invertibility, /s not sufficient 
for  uniform  robust  invertibility.  It  is  easy  to 
show (using simply time-varying gains)  that the 
uniform  bound  in  norm  can  be  violated  in 
finite-time.  A  claim  without  proof  of  uniform 
robust invertibility was made in Shamma (1991). 
Hence,  the  statement  of  Theorem  3.2  in 
Shamma (1991) should be modified accordingly. 
Proof.  The  following is  the  necessity  proof  of 
Theorem  4.2  for  H  with  pointwise  finite- 
memory.  This  will  sufficiently demonstrate  the 
main ideas so that one may modify the proofs in 
Shamma  (1991)  appropriately.  The  main 
difference between the present results and those 
of  Shamma  (1991)  is  that  pointwise  finite- 
memory  is  assumed  rather  than  the  stronger 
uniform fading-memory. 
First, suppose that 
inf tlHS, II -> 1 +  e  >  1. 
te~ 
We  will  construct  a  signal f  •  ~\~V  for  which 
there  exists  an  admissible  Q  such  that  (I- 
QH)f •  ~,  hence  (I-QH)  -1  is  not  stable. 
Towards this end, there exists an fo •  °V and time 
to e  5  r such that 
(1)  supp (fo) =  [0, to]. 
(2)  II(Hf0)l[0,,olll -  (1 +  e/2) Ilfoll. 
Similarly,  since  IIHS, II >1  uniformly  in  time, 
there exists an fl •  ~V and time tl e  0- such that 
(1)  supp (f~) =  [FM(fo,  to; H) +  1, td. 
(2)  II(nfl)lteM(io.,o;m+l.,,]ll  >- (1 +  e/2) IIf~ll. 
This  sequence  of fn  and  tn  has  the  following 
recursive form: 
(1)  supp (f.) 
= [FM(fo +''"  +f,-l,  t,_,; H) + 1, t,l. 
(2)  Ilnf, heM<ro+  .=  ,.,o_,;n)+t,tj 
-  (1 +  e/2) [If, ll. 
Note that via Proposition 3.1, 
Since  H  has  the  UINE  property,  we  may 
assume that 
lim IIf, II =  ~  •  (0,  oo). 
n---~oc 
If this  were  not  the  case,  the  UINE  property 
assures that Ilfn II may be selected so that 
O<  I~"min ~  Ilfnll ~  ¢~max <OO" 
Thus, we may select a  subset of the f, such that 
IIf, II is convergent. 
Now let f  =  2  f,.  Then f  •  ~Ve\~V. In order to 
n=O 
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ith interval 
In = [FM(fo +.."  "4- fn- 1, t,_~; H) + 1, tn]. 
Then 
II(Hf)b, ll -> (1 +  e/2) Ilfl,oll • 
Since  Ilfnll---'oc~0,  for  n>_N*  with  N* 
sufficiently large, 
Ilfn+lll -< 1 +  e/4. 
Hf~H 
The  destabilizing  Q  is  now  constructed  as 
follows. For n < N*,  set Qn = 0.  For n -> N*, set 
Qn  to be  the LTV operator which maps  (Hf)lt  " 
to f],.+,  as in Lemma 2.1. It follows that 
1 +  e/4 
IIQnll-<--<l,  n>_N *. 
1 +  e/2 
Now set Q = ~  Q~.  With this construction, Q 
n 
exhibits pure delay hence is admissible. Further- 
more, the summation Q = ~  Q~ admits a "block 
n 
diagonal" representation (cf. Lemma 2.1), hence 
I[a[I <  1.  Finally, 
N* 
(I-  QH)f =  ~'~ fn •  ~. 
n=0 
Since  (I -  QH)f •  ~  and  f  •  °//',\°F, the  stable 
invertibility of (I-  QH) is violated. 
The case inf IIHS, II -- 1 follows from continuity 
arguments as in Shamma (1991).  • 
Note  that  only  linear  Qs  are  used  for 
destabilization.  For  a  time-invariant  H,  the 
above construction can always lead to a linear Q 
which is also periodic. 
The main idea in the proof for finite-memory 
it  to  exploit  the  right-distributivity property  of 
Proposition  3.1.  In  fact,  one  could  use  this 
property alone to define an even weaker notion 
of pointwise fading-memory for which Theorem 
4.2 still holds. 
It turns out that for W = A~o or Co, it is possible 
to construct a destabilizing  Q  for fading-memory 
H  as follows. 
Theorem 4.3.  Let ~r denote either ~  or Co. Let 
H  e SeNL have pointwise fading-memory and the 
UINE  property.  Let Q e 5eN  L be called  "admis- 
sible"  if  the  operator  I-QH  is  causally 
invertible  and  IIQII<I.  Then  the  operator 
I-  QH  has  a  stable  inverse  for  all  admissible 
Q •  6eL only if 
inf IIHS, II -< 1. 
t~r 
Proof.  For  clarity of presentation,  the  proof is 
presented for time-invariant H  with  o//.  = &~0. In 
the time-varying case, the UINE property can be 
exploited  as  in  the  proof of Theorem  4.2.  The 
proof for ~  = Co follows from similar arguments. 
Since  ])HI]  >  1,  there  exists  an  fo •  0~o  and 
e > 0 such that 
(1)  supp (fo) =  [0, to]. 
(2)  II(nfo)l[o.,olll -> (1 + 2e) Ilfoll. 
As  in  the  proof  of  Theorem  4.2,  we  will 
construct  a  signal f  •  *L~\.~o and  an  admissible 
Q  such  that  (I-  QH)f •-~o.  This  signal f  will 
take the form 
f  = S~ofo + ST, fo + SrJo + Sr3fo + .... 
where the  T~ are chosen such that the effects of 
the  previous  inputs  have  sufficiently  decayed. 
Towards this end, let 
T=0, 
T1 = FM,(fo, to; H) +  1, 
1"2 = FM~(fo + Sr, fo, T~ + to; H) +  1, 
T3 = FM,(fo + Sr, fo + S~fo,  T2 + to; H) +  1, 
... etc. 
Let In =  [Tn,  T~+I).  It follows that 
II(Hf)lj I -> (1 +  e) Ilflto+,ll • 
Thus,  we  can  construct  admissible  Qn  via 
Lemma 2.1 which mapHfl,o~fl,.+ ,.  Finally, set 
Q = ~  Qn. Since the Qn constructed via Lemma 
n 
2.1  do  not  "interact",  it  follows that  IIQII <  1. 
Since  the  Qn  exhibit  pure  delay,  (I-  QH)  is 
causally  invertible.  Furthermore,  (I-QH)f= 
f0 • ~  while f  •  *L~\.~0.  Thus (I -  QH) -1 is not 
stable over &~0.  • 
This proof breaks down for °V denoting other 
than ~o or Co.  The  reason  is that  norm of the 
exciting signal 
f  = SJo  + sT, fo + SJo  + SJo  +..., 
does not remain bounded for W other than -~o or 
Co. In fact, we have not shown that (I -  QH) -1 is 
an  unbounded  operator.  Rather,  it  is  the 
asymptotic stability which was violated. 
At a  glance, it would seem that the condition 
IIHII <  1 is also sufficient for robust invertibility 
over  0~0. However,  standard  small  gain  argu- 
ments  would  only  assure  that  the  operator 
(I- QH)-I is stable over ~  and not necessarily 
.~0.  Some  additional  work  is  required  to 
guarantee asymptotic stability. 
Theorem 4.4.  Let °V denote either ~  or Co. Let 
G e6eNL  have  pointwise  fading-memory  and 
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(I -  G) -~ continuous,  i.e. 
f~---~ fo~  (l-  G)-'f,,--+ (l -  G)-~fo. 
Then  (I-  G) -1 is stable over ~. 
Proof.  The proof is stated for ~  =  &~o. The case 
where  ~  = Co follows from similar arguments. 
Standard  small  gain  arguments  show  that 
(I- G) -1  is  finite-gain  stable  over  &'~.  We  will 
show stability  over &~0 as follows.  First,  we will 
show  that  if  f  e-~o  has  finite  duration,  then 
(l-G)-If  will  eventually  decay,  and  hence 
belongs  to  *~o. The  remainder  of  the  proof 
follows from continuity of (I -  G) -~. 
Towards this  end,  given any e >  0,  let (~ be a 
pointwise  finite-memory  approximant  of G  such 
that  IIa -  GII -< e and  IIt~ll  <  1.  Let f  e &~o have 
supp (f) =  [0, To]. Thus g  = (I -  G)-~f e ~.  Let 
T~ = FM(g,  To; G) +  1.  Then since 
g  =f  + Gg + (G -  G)g, 
it follows that 
(I -  PT,)g = (I -- PT,)Gg 
+  (I -  Pr,)(G -  G)g. 
since (~ has finite-memory, 
(I -  Pr,)t~ag = (I -  nr,)G(I -  Pro)g- 
It follows that 
I1(I -  Pr,)gll  -< IIGII  I1(I -  Pr0)gll  +  e  Ilgll  • 
Now let T2 = FM(g,  T~; t~) +  1.  Then similarly 
I1(I - er~)gll <--IIGII I1(I  - er~)gll + e Ilgl[ 
-< IIGII 2 I1(I -  Pro)gll 
+  IIGII e Ilgll +  e Ilgll • 
Proceeding  recursively  with  T~ +~ = 
FM(g,  T~; t~) +  1 leads to 
I1(I-  er)gll  -< (1 +...  +  IIGIl~-~)e  Ilgll 
+  IIGII ~  I1(I -  ero)g[I. 
Thus 
1 
limsup I1(I -  Pr)gll -< 1 -  IIt~l--------~  e Ilgll • 
Since  e is arbitrary  and  IIGII---"  IIGII  as  e~0,  it 
follows that g e &'~o. 
Thus for any f  of finite  duration  (I -  G)-~f e 
-~o.  Since any f  e *~o can be approximated  by a 
finite  duration  signal,  it  follows from  continuity 
that (I -  G) -~ is finite-gain stable over *~o. 
5.  CLOSED-LOOP  FADING-MEMORY  AND 
ROBUST  STABILIZATION 
In this section, we consider the block diagram 
of  Fig.  1.  Some  preliminary  assumptions  and 
definitions  are  as  follows.  The  plant,  P,  and 
~2 
FIG. 1.  Block  diagram for robust stabilization, 
compensator,  K,  are  operators  on  ~tr~.  This 
feedback  system  is  said  to  be  well-posed  (el. 
Willems  (1971))  if given  any  (ul, u2) e  ~  x  ~, 
there exist unique (el, e2) e  ~  x  ~  which satisfy 
el = Ul + ge2, 
e2 = u2 + Pc1. 
mapping  *(P, K): (ul)~  (el)  is  such  that  the 
\  /  U  2  \e2/ 
causal.  Assuming  weU-posedness,  the  compen- 
sator,  K,  is  said  to  (incrementally)  stabilize  the 
plant,  P,  if  ~(P,  K)  is  (incrementally)  stable. 
The  compensator  K  is  said  to pointwise  fading- 
memory  (incrementally)  stabilize  P  if ~(P,  K) is 
(incrementally)  stable  and  has  pointwise  fading- 
memory. 
The robust invertibility conditions of Section 4 
can  be  used  to  give  necessary  conditions  for 
robust  stability  as follows  (cf.  Shamma  (1991)). 
Define the following family  of plants: 
~addd----a ( P:P  =  Po+ AW}, 
where  A e SeNt with  IIAII  <  1,  and  W e SeN  L.  We 
assume  that  P~dd  is  such  that  any  causal 
compensator  results  in  a  well-posed  feedback 
system for every P  e ~dd. 
The  problem  of robust  stabilization  is  under 
what  conditions  does  a  compensator,  K,  which 
stabilizes Po also stabilize every P  e  ~,dd.  In case 
sued lID(P, g)ll <  oo, 
the compensator,  K, is said to uniformly  robustly 
stabilize  the family ~dd- 
Theorem  5.1.  Let ~  denote any one of the ~p or 
ep  spaces  with  p  e [1, oo).  Consider  the  plant 
family  ~add.  Let the  compensator,  K,  pointwise 
fading-memory  stabilize  Po  such  that  WK(I- 
PoK) -1  satisfies  the  UINE  property.  Then  K 
uniformly robustly stabilizes the family ~add only 
if 
inf IIWK(I -  PoK)-'S, II < 1. 
t~- 
In  case  ~  denotes  *L~o or  Co,  then  K  robustly 
stabilizes the family ~add only if 
inf IIWK(1 -  PoK)-IS, II <- 1. 
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Proof.  The  proof  follows  from  the  results  of 
Section 4 and slight modifications of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 in Shamma (1991). 
A  key assumption in Theorem 5.1  is that the 
closed-loop  operator  WK(I-PoK) -~  exhibits 
pointwise  fading-memory.  In  case  P  is  linear 
(possibly  time-varying),  it  is  possible  to  para- 
metrize  all  fading-memory incrementally stabi- 
lizing  compensators  as  follows.  We  will  use 
factorization  representations of P  and  K  as  in 
Verma (1988)  to develop conditions for closed- 
loop fading-memory. 
Definition 5.1.  Let H : ~e ~  °V~  • Then H = ND- 
is  said  to  be  a  right-coprime  fractional  repre- 
sentation (r. c.f.r.) of H  if 
(1)  N, O ~ 5tNL. 
(2)  D  is causally invertible. 
(3)  There exists an F ~ StNL such that 
, o  t~o  matr~  o~rato~  (2t  ~as  an ~taU,o 
left inverse. 
Theorem  5.2.  Let  KL=XY  -1  be  a  linear 
compensator  which  stabilizes  the  linear  P= 
NM -~, where XY  -1 and NM -~ are r.c.f.r.s with 
N,  M,  X,  and  Y all  linear.  Then all  pointwise 
fading-memory  incrementally  stabilizing  non- 
linear compensators are parametrized by 
K = (X + MQ)(Y + NO) -1, 
with  Q  incrementally  stable  with  pointwise 
fading-memory. 
Proof.  Let ~(P, K) be incrementally stable with 
pointwise  fading-memory. From Verma  (1988), 
Khargonekar  and  Poolla  (1986),  all  incremen- 
tally  stabilizing  controllers  take  the  given 
parametrized form. Since P and KL are linear, 
-(X + MQ)~ 
(-MN  (Y + NQ)  / 
:(~  ;~)~(~-2~) 
__(~ ;~((~ o,) 
-xy'(o  -Me 
:(_~  ;~)(~ 7) 
Thus 
°,, -,--( '~ 7/ 
(~,  0 
Y + NQ) 
~(~  ~  ,)(~ 
This implies 
0  I 
(0  ~  ~  Y + NQ)" 
DES)- 1. 
~) 
Since  the  left-hand-side  has  pointwise  fading- 
memory, it  follows  that  the  operator  MQ  has 
pointwise fading-memory. Similarly, Y + NQ has 
pointwise  fading-memory,  and  hence  so  does 
NQ. 
Since  both  MQ  and  NQ  have  pointwise 
fading-memory, the operator 
has  pointwise  fading-memory.  Since  P  was 
stabilized  by  the  linear  KL,  (N)  has  a  stable 
linear left inverse, which implies Q has pointwise 
fading-memory. 
To  show the converse, let  Q  have pointwise 
fading-memory.  That  t~(p, K)  has  pointwise 
fading-memory follows from 
That  is,  t~(p, K)  is  the  composition  of 
continuous fading-memory operators. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In  this  paper,  we  have  investigated  the 
fading-memory property primarily in the context 
of robust stability.  Some possible directions are 
the following. One direction is the extension of 
these results  to  the case of structured dynamic 
uncertainty.  Another  direction  is  determining 
what  classes  of nonlinear systems have  fading- 
memory.  Finally,  there  is  the  issue  of  norm- 
computation of nonlinear systems (Nikolaou and 
Manousiouthakis (1989)). 200  J.S.  SHAMMA and  R.  ZHAO 
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